Academic Recognition Task Force Survey -- Potential Contributors


Response Rate


	Distributed Surveys		Accessed Web Page		Responded

	~ 200					133			48 (36%)

	Each of the nearly 1,000 individuals (identified at http://www.uh.edu/~jbutler/anon/artf.html)  received an e-mail message with a a brief description of the Digital Library for Earth and the URL of the survey.  Although some individuals may have accessed the survey web page more than once, it seems reasonable to judge response as the percentage of those who actually looked at the survey and returned their responses – 36%.

The Respondents

	Status

		Non Tenured		  		  2		  4%
		Tenured				31		65%
		Non Tenure-Track			  8		17%
		Not At A University		  7		15%

	Gender

		Female				  5		10%
		Male					42		88%
		Not Selected				  1		  2%

	



Institution
		Community College			  3		  6%
		Undergraduate			11		22%
		Masters				  4		  8%
		Doctoral				22		44%
		Industry/Other			  7		14%

	Institution Type
		Public					36		72%
		Private				  8		16%
		Not Selected				  4		  8%

At My Institution

(1)	At my institution individuals can select between a Research Track or a Teaching Track. Each track has its own weighting scheme for expectations in teaching, research and service.

	No					28		58%
	Yes					  8		17%
	Not Applicable			12		25%

(2)	At my institution the following relative weights for research, teaching and service are used:

	Research

		> 50%			17		35%
		    50%			10		21%
		    33%		  	  9		19%
		    Not Considered	  4		  8%
		    Not Applicable	  8		16%

	Teaching
		
		> 50%			12		25%
		   50%			  6		12%
		   33%			22		46%
		   Not Applicable	  8		17%

	Service

		About 10%		24		50%
		About 25%		  7		15%
		About 33%		  4		  8%
		Not Applicable	14		27%

(3)	The primary source of information used in evaluating teaching at my institution are student surveys conducted at or near the
            end of the course.

		Strongly Agree	14		29%
		Agree			24		50%
		Disagree		  2		  4%
		Strongly Disagree	  1		  2%
		Not Applicable	  7		15%

(4)	All our manditory review processes of faculty performance require that each faculty member submit a "teaching portfolio"
            that includes representative samples of materials developed and methods used in developing and conducting classes.
		Strongly Agree	  7		15%
		Agree			  8		17%
		Disagree		15		32%
		Strongly Disagree	  9		18%
		Not Applicable	  9		18%
(5)	I encourage my non-tenured colleagues to spend time preparing Internet and other multimedia resources.

		Strongly Agree	  3		  6%
		Agree			15		32%
		Disagree		11		23%
		Strongly Disagree	  6		13%
		Not Applicable	13		27%

(6)	My efforts to enhance learning are fairly taken into consideration in the review processes at my institution.

		Strongly Agree	12		25%
		Agree			17		35%
		Disagree		  7		15%
		Strongly Disagree	  2		  4%
		Not Applicable	10		21%

(7) 	With respect to the production of Internet and multimedia resources, what is the single biggest obstacle you face on your
            campus?

		Failure of Colleagures to Support		  7	15%
		Failure of Administration to Support	  4	  8%
		Lack of Student Interest			  1	  2%
		Lack of Campus Infrastructure		  5	11%
		Lack of Personal Skills			  2	  4%
		Time to Prepare Such Resources		26	54%







(8) 	With respect to the production of Internet and multimedia resources, what is the second biggest obstacle you face on your
            campus?

		Failure of Colleagures to Support		  5	11%
		Failure of Administration to Support	  6	13%
		Lack of Student Interest			  2	  4%
		Lack of Campus Infrastructure		  3	  6%
		Lack of Personal Skills			  3	  6%
		Time to Prepare Such Resources		17	35%
		No Response					12	25%

The Digital Library for Earth System Education

(1)	There is a need for "peer review" of Internet resources much as there is a "peer review" process for "formal" publications.

		Strongly Agree		25		52%
		Agree				18		38%
		Disagree			  1		  2%
		Not Selected			  4		  8%

(2)	I would be willing to serve as a reviewer (for a topic with which I am familiar).
		
		Strongly Agree		15		31%
		Agree				26		54%
		Disagree			  2		  4%
		Strongly Disagree		  1		  2%
		Not Selected			  4		  9%

The following criteria will be an integral part of the process of evaluation
of the DLESE collection:

                 i.	Accuracy (as evaluated by scientists) 
                ii.	Importance/Significance (of the resource as you would use it) 
iii.	Pedagogical Effectiveness (Is there evidence that student learning has occurred?) 
iv.	Well Documented (Data shall have metadata, lessons shall have rubrics, etc.) 
               v.	Ease of Use (for Both students and faculty) 
               vi.	Inspirational or Motivational or Fun (for the student) 
              vii.	Robustness/Sustainability (of the resource)

(3)	What single criterion would you rate the highest as a potential contributor of a resource in the DLESE collection?

	Accuracy				23		48%
	Ease of Use				12		25%
	Importance		  		  7		15%

(4)	What criterion would you rate second as a potential contributor of a resource in the DLESE collection?
	Importance				11		23%
	Accuracy		  		  9		19%
	Ease of Use		  		  8		17%
	Pedagogical Effectiveness		  8		17%






(5)	What criterion would you rate third as a potential contributor of a resource in the DLESE collection?
	Ease of Use				14		29%
	Robustness				  8		17%
	Pedagogical Effectiveness		  7		15%
	Inspirational				  7		15%	

(6)	I would consider submitting my resource(s) for DLESE review.

	Strongly Agree			23		48%
	Agree					18		38%
	Disagree				  4		  8%
	Not Selected				  3		  6%

(7)	I would develop users guides that would accompany resources I submit for DLESE review.
	
	Strongly Agree			12		25%
	Agree					25		52%
	Disagree				  7		15%
	Not Selected				  4		  8%

(8)	I would consider allowing DLESE to maintain on its server(s) a pristine version of any of my resources accepted into the
            collection.

	Strongly Agree			20		42%
	Agree					20		42%
	Disagree				  1		  2%
	Not Selected				  7		14%



Summary

	Approximately 67% of the respondents are tenured and approximately 75% teach at the college level at public institutions.  Industry is represented by about 15% of the respondents.  

Less than 20% are employed at a college that allows individuals to select from a Research or a Teaching track.  The average faculty member works for an institution in which research counts for more than 50%, teaching for about 35% and service about 15% of their expected workload.  More than 75% report than end of the term student evaluations are the primary source of input for the evaluation of their teaching and less than 33% have the opportunity to submit a teaching portfolio.

	40% agree that they encourage their non-tenured colleagues to develop e-resources for their courses but 60% believe that they were fairly evaluated with respect to their teaching efforts.

	Nearly 90% reported that the lack of time was the first (54%) or second (35%) biggest obstacle to their efforts in creating resources.  The other potential responses received low selection. 90% agree that there is a need for peer review and 85% would agree to serve as a reviewer of materials submitted for inclusion in DLESE.
	
	Nearly half reported that accuracy was the highest rated criterion and more than 80% listed accuracy as one of the three highest rated.  Ease of Use ranked as the second highest rated criterion and nearly 80% ranked this criterion as one of the three highest rated.  Importance and Pedagogical Effectiveness tied as the third highest highest rated criteria and about 40% mentioned one or the other as being in the top 3.  
	
	86% agreed that they would consider submitting their materials for DLESE review.  77% agreed that they would prepare a “users manual” as part of the review process and more than 80% agreed that they would allow DLESE to maintain a “pristine version” of their resource if it was accepted for the collection.


	Comments From Potential Contributors

A.	I think protection of efforts can be done with a copyright lable somewhere. The academic culture at my institution is to pat me on the back for producing good materials but to not recognize anything other than "real" research in mainline areas. That is, do teaching stuff but do all the other also because only that gets rewarded. The faculty and administration are aware that something is going on but that is "education" and good scientists do "real science". If you can't do both do the science.	

B	If DLESE modeling itself after peer-review journals, then the integrity would be maintained. I also would be willing to participate if the administration (tenure review committee) recognized DLESE as a peer-reviewed group.
This last part is probably very difficult.  I suspect that each copyright holder would want somewhat different rights/responsibilities regarding third party usage of their DLESE-hosted materials.  One may want tight control (no 3rd-party usage beyond DLESE) while another encourages free copying and dispersion (perhaps with a link back to the original).  There should be a link on each page regarding these issues, and I doubt that it will be possible to make them all uniform (i.e., one DLESE policy for all DLESE-hosted materials).  
I suspect that I digress.  I'm sure that many of these issues have been discussed ad nauseum within the ranks.  Good luck....	Ugh.  I'm not ready to submit yet, but maybe soon.  I'm flattered that my "resources" have been so considered, but they are just for fun as of yet.  Maybe soon.	

C	One thing you could do is keep a resources page with contributor
metadata (credentials, email address, affiliation, etc..)

Another is to somehow identify the contributor on the page(s) or through a "find out about this resource creator" link from a mainmenu bar.

	http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/GG/HCV
(Hawaii Center for Volcanology)
http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/GG/ASK   
(Ask-an-earth-scientist).
Note:  this last site is being majorly
revised to make it's contents searchable
and more encycolpedic.  The new site should
be up during summer 2000	krubin@soest.hawaii.edu

D	 am less interested in seeing collections  of lesson plans or activities
 in DLESE than I am in seeing original data and visualization tools.  This is not to say  that I don't pick up good ideas from colleagues,  its just that I can't imagine going to a   digital library to look for them. I'm not sure how intellectual contributions  can be protected any better on the Internet  than they are/aren't currently in print.





E.	I think that different criteria should be applied to different types of resources.  For example, why should accuracy be a criterion  if the contribution is satellite imagery (how  would you even determine that)?  Alternatively, 
 assessment instruments are probalby not very  inspirational for students, yet they are extremely  important.	

http://atlas.geo.cornell.edu
http://ingrid.ldeo.columbia.edu
http://ferret.wrc.noaa.gov	moore@geology.cornell.edu

F	I am no longer in academics, and I'm using the skills I developed creating my web sites in my new job. However, since I'm no longer in academics, I cannot commit to the time needed to review web sites.  The answers I provided above are relevant to the first of two sites that I created for geoscience education. Although created 5 years ago, it still garners attention. I have received some feedback which gives me some hints why the site has exceeded, greatly, my expectations. The site was created using research results, and were highly visual. Being so visual, the Web was an ideal medium for the project.
One thing of note: I created the site to accompany a particular undergraduate course for geology majors. I did not consider secondary students at all, but the site has been adapted and praised by secondary school teachers from all across the US, and was (I'm told) picked up by the DOD for their overseas schools. I actually underestimated the abilities of the teachers, and of the students! THAT's extremely encouraging!	


http://virtual.yosemite.cc.ca.us/ghayes/roadside.htm	


G	I have long since given up any expectation of recognition for my teaching activities.  I do it because I enjoy it, and when I stop enjoying it, I will quit.  In the past twenty years I have NEVER received a meaningful raise associated directly with either a promotion or annual review - hard to believe, isn't it!  If you want it - you got it. One of the real benefits to the Web is that, in many cases, someone can take an HTML document and improve it (although that may not be true for Java scripts and the like).  I would ask that a visible attribution track be associated with any exercise, such that a thrice-modified exercise might still owe something to its progenitor. Perhaps one valid criterion to save bandwidth is that Web resources should build on available text resources.  There are way too many "white papers" out on the Web which simply replicate available paper resources.  In the long, paper may be out.  However, at this time, the visual power of the Web should be utilized in preference to the pure informatiuon dissemination ability.	[I did so on the previous questionnaire - I guess I'll defer to that!]	wlocke@montana.edu


H.	I guess I am skeptical about this project.  My first inclination is to believe that some people  will generate a lot of good exercises but that others will just sit back and use those exercises without submitting any of their own.  It  seems to boil down to some relatively small  group of people spending their time and efforts for the benefits of others who don't have the interest or commitment
to do it themselves.  

Management of resources from many  different sources invites a number of associated headaches, with different projects taking different formats and being aimed at different audiences.

Academic recognition will follow when  our work is valued and I'm not sure that
essentially giving it away equates to  value.  These materials would have to be
considered at least equivalent to a professional publication to be used for recognition at  the home institution.

Sorry to sound so cynical about this but I think this idea sounds good in the abstract but I'm not sure what is will look like in  the real world and that makes it difficult for  me to see how its going to work.
	http://www.geog.ouc.bc.ca/physgeog/


I.	To be honest I don't spend a lot of time looking at other people's web sites..although  I'm sure it would help if I did!	


J.	Actually, many of the sites put together by those of us at govt. agencies
are labors of love.  We are rarely given any significant work time to
develop educational sites, especially at the early stages.  Much of my own
site was developed on my own time until it began to get some outside
attention.  This year I have been funded half time to work on the site.

I suspect that this is how it is in academics.


K.	Interesting question.  Of course you count.  Your group will probably
be the largest contributor to resources.


L.	All uses of digital resources should be attributed to the creator (just as we cite references for other publications).  In the case of digital resources, there are possible problems with institutional issues.  For example, some universities may wish/require that both the author's name and the author's institutional affiliation be cited.

I have concerns about copyright issues and the need (as expressed in previous mailings on this issue) for resources to have no password protected pages.  As I understand it, copyright law allows faculty to use copyrighted material on web pages as long as those pages have limited access (to the class only) and are only on-line for the length of the course.  This is very similar to paper handouts we have long used in our classes and it works very well for class web pages.  There are many occassions when current data or diagrams are excellent and important additions to a specific course topic and web page.  how do we deal with this issue?  Are we really to leave off the list of "good practices" all courses that have a subset of password protected pages.  It has been my experience that many of those course also have accurate, important, and significant information that is not password protected.  Any ideas?

M	There are quite a few course pages out there that simply rehash course notes, but are good general resources for students.  I think these should be considered for inclusion as well -- possibly in some secondary category.

	http://vcourseware.sonoma.edu/GeoLabs/index.html

http://150.216.58.40/Rigsby/DataAnalysis/DATA.HTMl
(This link is to a slightly old version of my own course in Geological Data Analysis.  It has many password-protected lab exercises.  It is the kind of course I was referring to in the last text box.  Any username works and currently there is a public password -- Guest246123Geo -- that will be active for a short time.  It would be useful to me if someone could tell me whether this type of course (which includes unpublished data as well as copyrighted materials (hence the necessity for the password-protection) is what can be considered a "good practices" course.	

N	Simple presentation of more material  is useful but less important than
contributions which permit users to work with information. Quizzes, exercises,
projects, etc designed for use in a remote context are difficult and time consuming to generate. 

There needs to be acknowledgement  for original work of this kind as 
well as publishing or re-publishing of information and images. 

How to acknowledge is not clear but important.

More comments on specific questions 
could be provided given time.	http://www.geop.ubc.ca/ubcgif/
http://www.science.ubc.ca/~eoswr/geop/appgeop/
http://gdcinfo.agg.NRCan.gc.ca/toc.html
http://sts.gsc.nrcan.gc.ca/page1/urban/geoscape/geoscape.htm
http://sts.gsc.nrcan.gc.ca/page1/urban/geomap/
http://sts.gsc.nrcan.gc.ca/tsdsvr/tsd2.asp
More if I had time 

O	Because of the changing  nature of both the web and science, I feel the best action is to abstract some introductory  and then link to  directly sources, ensuring you always have the latest  information.  Barring this, 
in my case, recognizing the = institution - NOAA, National  Geophysical Data Center - is  sufficient.  



P	While I strongly agree with the need to review material before  posting, we need to make sure  the reviews are timely.  If  material is being abstracted 
from previously reviewed work,  simply make sure it is correct  and "browsable".  Finally,  accuracy, documentation, ease  of use and a moderate amount 
of "entertainment factor" to  draw and keep attention are a  must.  Anyone can post information on the web, it is important  you post valid information. You need a "Good Housekeeping  Seal of Approval".	

The National Museum of Natural History http://www.mnh.si.edu/nmnhweb.html   
Scientific American (esp. Ask a geologist)
http://www.sciam.com/
Virtual Hawaii (good remote sensing)
http://satftp.soest.hawaii.edu/space/hawaii/
Hawaii Center for Volcanology
http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/GG/hcv.html
Geomagnetic data and info
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/seg/potfld/geomag.shtml
Paleoclimatology - Edu Outreach
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/education.html 

Q.	Arizona Geology Virtual Tourist: geology.asu.edu/~reynolds/azvt/azgeo_tourist.htm

Arizona Geologic Map � Interactive:  geology.asu.edu/~reynolds/azgeomap/azgeomap_home.htm

Geologic Scenery: geology.asu.edu/~reynolds/geologic_scenery/geologic_scenery_images.htm

Treasure of the Sierra Cobre:  geology.asu.edu/~reynolds/presentations/

How to Observe Landscapes:   geology.asu.edu/~reynolds/azvt/observe_landscapes.htm

Painted Canyon � A Geologic Wonderland:  geology.asu.edu/glg103/home.htm
  
Can you guess who this is????	








R	The state of the art of material an the top most wanted subject in the industry or research. This is important to let people know what should they develop if the will to contribute.	I have no idea but there are a lot of this kind of URL in the Net	

Common Earth Science terms and their definitions.
Pictures.
Videos of sites and phenomenea
Interactiuv problem solving.
Virtual laboratories.
Links to resources from USGS& USDA
mapping resources	UNC geology
ODU geology


S.	Same sort of arrangement as for GNU, Linux, etc.	http://www.glg.ed.ac.uk/courses/minerals/
This is not finished, not even linked to my own site - but it is intended for open use. Don't review until May!	

T.	From my point of view, DLESE needs to gain international recognition, so that if my resources are accepted by DLESE, that will be recognized as a publication by by my University, and the national Teaching Quality Assessments and Research Assessment Exercises to which we are now subject in the UK. Perhaps the sharing of resources through DLESE can lead to international collaborative research projects on evaluating the effectiveness of electronic media in geoscience teaching and learning.

I would include "well illustrated" as one of the criteria, as I believe that one of the most important roles of geoscience web sites is clear explanation through the use of diagrams, photographs, image maps, movies etc.

Improvements are taking place fast at Oxford Brookes, and there is a high level "Virtual Brookes" committee which should be funding new projects, though the level of funding is not yet clear. One of my problems has been the lack of expertise to advise me on using more complex technology like Java, cgi etc., but this should change with the advent of a new Media Centre.  I expect to be able to do some of the things I haven't been able to do so far when WebCT comes on stream here later this year. So there is some clear evidence that the administration here are taking the 'virtual revolution' seriously.	There are so many: here are just a few.

You couldn't possibly omit Virtual Earthquake and the other excellent resources at: 
http://vcourseware.sonoma.edu/GeoLabs/index.html
Cascades Volcano Observatory: http://vulcan.wr.usgs.gov/
This Dynamic Earth: http://pubs.usgs.gov/publications/text/dynamic.html
WebElements Periodic Table of the elements: http://www.shef.ac.uk/chemistry/web-elements/
Stone Roofing Association (hosted at Brookes, but not one of our sites): http://www.brookes.ac.uk/geology/stoneroof/
Planetscapes: http://planetscapes.com/solar/eng/earth.htm
Sedimentary Petrology: http://www.science.ubc.ca/~geol202/sed/sedimentary.html

My own resources which I'd like to be considered (maybe parts of these rather than the whole sites):
Intro Geology: http://www.brookes.ac.uk/geology/8301/8301welc.html (particularly 'virtual posters': http://www.brookes.ac.uk/geology/8301/8301welc.html#poster) 
Environmental Geology: http://www.brookes.ac.uk/geology/8307/8307welc.html
Sedimentology: http://www.brookes.ac.uk/geology/8313/8313welc.html
Advanced Studies - student authoring of web sites: http://www.brookes.ac.uk/geology/8361/home.htm 



U.	I am not sure, for instance, that you would be allowed to have a copy of our resources on your server(s) -- but you  might!

On the other hand, because anything we produce here is in the public domain, if
my agency did give you permission, then I would not really have any right to limit your use beyond what the agreement called for. And, I wouldn't want to.

Clearly, the name of the originator, and the name of the originating institution, as well as contact information for both, should be attached to any copy or partial copy of educational resources. In my view, this is sufficient recognition, though I guess a date of last revision should also be attached, for annual-review
and performance evaluation purposes.

Another way to approach this question is to treat the resources as publications. This is an attractive idea, because we know the value of publications. If the resources are peer reviewed, and the DLESE collection is, in essence, some sort of on-line encyclopedia, then each contribution is an electronic journal article. This would facilitate peer recognition and supervisor recognition of the accomplishment. For instance, on our quarterly performance review,
we list publications, but not web pages (!). If web pages were called publications,
then we could list them. Of course, I think the treatment of web resources
is still in flux and we may soon be able to count them.
	http://www.gsa.state.al.us/gsa/Education/edpglnk2.html
http://www.gsa.state.al.us/gsa/Education/edpage_gwbroch2.html
http://www.gsa.state.al.us/gsa/Education/edpage_geolattract.html
http://www.gsa.state.al.us/gsa/hydrolnx3.html
http://www.gsa.state.al.us/gsa/geohazards.html


I do not have the time right now to list good resources.
However, two of the links above are lists,
and I've at least briefly checked and liked
everything on those lists.	


V.	I may allow DLESE to maintain on its server a pristine version of my resources, but I need time to complete my work, and I also need to consider the matter further. 

I am not quite sure yet just how individual work that has occupied some years of effort should be used in the future. This will be become clearer in a while. There are various problems of cost and copyright etc involved.

	http://www.soton.ac.uk/~imw/index.htm  
http://www.soton.ac.uk/~imw/dorlist.htm

W.	The idea of something like the DLESE server never struck me until now but really the more I think about it I like it. Two problems exist though: (1) some institutions may get a smell for potential money and keep us from putting our work on an outside server, (2) loss of flexibility of revision of resources. Some will not need revisions but others will always be in a transitory state which is for me the big advantage of this technology over the ole printed maps and books and what not. A project I am working on now is a geologic map that will be interactive and will always be in a state of flux as we expand the map area and scale level of the field mapping, and make use of new technologies.
Academic culture of my home institution...well on paper they claim that the new technology is the future but in practice those calling the shots are still struggling with e-mail and use the computer as a typewriter.

	http://www.geo.duke.edu/cgs/cgscdguide.htm
http://www.uncwil.edu/earsci/dockal/geopoet.htm
work in progress a manual for sedimentary petrology: example... http://www.uncwil.edu/earsci/gly312/lab2k09.htm 

X.	A "Letter of Contribution" from the Digital Librarian should (may) qualify as documentation of "Publication".  An individual could then make a hard copy for documentation in any university file.  As this is a new approach to "research presentation" our universities need to be educated.  Some confidence needs to be established in order for the "Library" to be accepted as a valid avenue for "publication" or "presentation".	At present I have only developed a home page for our department.  This is not a resource unless you consider links to other sites ....If the "library" plans to maintain an area of "University Programs" then the URL may apply.  http://www.mwsu.edu/htmldocs/departments/geology/ind!
ex.html


Y.	It is important to have accurate citations for all material. If the material has 
commercial value, then the mechanisms for purchasing the materials must be made available.	

Z	My contribution doesn't need "protection."  I try to be careful to identify the sources of information I use in our on-line postings, and am satisfied if others do the same. At our institution the administration has made a huge commitment to provide resources to support new technology.  Our biggest problem lies with seemingly constant battles with the Computer Services Department to make things happen.  This is a management/organizational problem which I suspect is fairly common on other campuses.	

http://www3.cerritos.edu/earth-science/tutor/tutorial_center.htm	



